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Five Poems
Elizabeth Bradley

Opus Twenty
Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake, June Conn
School of Dance, 1978

We practiced all year for the recital
in a room open as forever, wood floors
slicked and one wall a mirror.
Spin ... arch, hold and bend.
We practiced flowing like lily pads
giving with the ripples
of a passing swan. Graceful,
the instructor would say
now line up and try again.
I watched the older girls glide
just above the floor, to the other side.
In the mirror, I chased my reflection
and spun the way they did,
arms aching from arching above my head.
In the dressing room, our faces melted
from the heat and one woman, fingers dipped
in red rouge, rubbed fire into my cheeks.
She said the lights would drown us
and we didn't want that. Minutes later,
her work ruined as we left the building
pouring pink-legged into the haze
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of a river town summer, we snaked
the length of a city block
to backstage doors of the Paramount,
a world of colors streaming.
To one driving by it seemed a dream
had erupted, leaving behind images
all sequins and eyes too big.
We waited behind the curtains
afraid of forgetting our places,
afraid of the pictures
about to be taken.
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circa 1970
there was war in Vietnam
neighborhood star pitchers
were going
the bag boys were going
and there ,was me
emerging
aquatic gray
along the Kentucky side
of the Ohio River fires
burned day and night
steel mills
pressed out sheets of metal
the river rolled
in its ancient channel
past cities and towns
smaller and larger
than the one I came to that day
then spills into the Mississippi
that slow last leg
before a river
becomes an ocean
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Symbiosis
for Melinda
Before I knew you, I saw your parents
at the grocery store, their eyes
stone-gray, the plain sculpted eyes
found in busts of great thinkers.
They were given the wrong change,
and ran fingertips along smooth
and ridged edges of coins.
In seventh grade, after school,
you took me to your house. You said
both of your parents were blind,
for me to talk to them, not to worry,
you would only be a minute.

I live up the street, I said, two blocks,
past the railroad tracks, and pointed
in that direction, behind the house
where the tracks stretch for blocks
then end, stiff and ignorant as lawn birds
while gray eyes searched their sockets
for a clear image of me.
I was afraid of the muted tones,
the interior design, the shades
pulled down.
In that light, you do not look like them,
you do not belong to them, really,
but when they grumble in low tones
to each other and click half-sentences

back and forth, I imagine you answer then
in waves, ij.ke the ones put out by bats
and whales, to gauge
the distance between.
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Next
I tell myself it is summer
and unexplainable things breathe,
no meaning.
You went home to work
I stayed,
right brained
a nutshell.

So, I draw to keep my head
I keep the fig tree in the window
measure each segment at arm's length
watch it grow, twin trunks
that branch into V's,
thick with rings
ofsummerwood
the background
a mosaic of green
and negative space.
Birds come each morning--blue jays,
robins, blackbirds--they come early
to pull worms from the damp ground
then sing in high branches
staccato allegro
and drop again Kamikaze
to the earth.
They d? this until the sun sets.
It is summer, I tell myself.
It is summer and I keep time

with the skunks,
dwell with a low lamp
a lonesome chatter to myself
a scurry from room to room
stinking up the place.
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Back to the World
for my father
You hold the small blue trunk
above your head for a moment
then set it down in front of me.
Inside there are pieces
of deer antler, bone-handled knives
and those miniature chairs
you carved from my wood blocks.
You said it helped pass time
in Germany.
You show me pictures
of castles with gorgeous gardens
and huge bronze sculptures that pee
rainwater and hold one leg behind
bent in aU, their bodies a blue-green
patina the color of age
specked with buff-white bird droppings
and you looped arms with one
lips puckered to kiss.
You say fields of roses line the highways
like corn does here, and once, you
and three other GIs stopped in the road
to run through a field drunk
as bees on thick perfume
and filled the car with armfuls of roses
to drive down the highway, petals
trailing like just married
or the early confetti of going
home, the need of getting back
to the world.
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Three Poems
Tracy Besmark

Coffee in the Stars
After he dies, I tell myself,
I'll introduce my dad to me, his second daughter.
Not the insecure kid who had the same
ability as her honor-roll sister but
"didn't apply" herself and almost flunked
out of college after the first semester.
Not the senseless grad student dating a "punk-artist"
from South Dakota who required "checking into"
by a private investigator.
Not the one who hasn't yet married a "nice, decent" man
and moved to a quiet middle-class subdivision
where dogs must be leashed at all times.
Not the youngest who is going through
an eight year "phase" of not eating meat
and takes off on trips each summer
to England, China, or the Pacific Northwest.
But the woman who teaches adults to read
and write and makes them believe their lives matter,
Who stays on the phone for hours
with a 'suicidal friend, knowing her voice is
the only cord holding her friend to the earth,
Who trudges out in below-zero snow to fill
the bird feeder and finds homes for stray dogs,
Who dances around fire circles to the pounding
of a drum and cries, awestruck, in redwood forests,
Who lays her hands upon the sick and sends her
spirit out to heal the living and the dead.
Now, he doesn't want to know me.
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But when he dies, he will no longer
be just my dad. And I'll journey to him
in the landscape beyond death,
and sit him down, right there
on the front porch, in the $9.99 chairs,
or at the speckled kitchen table, older than me.
I'll pour us each a cup of that strong coffee
he likes with a splash of light cream and a half
a teaspoon of sugar.
Then I'll smile at him,
put out my hand, and say,
"Hi, Let me tell you about who I am. "
And he'll hook my hand in the bend of his arm,
look me right in the eyes, and settle in to listen.
There, he won't tum away to watch the game,
or get up and walk to the window in the middle
of a conversation, jingling change in his pockets,
or tum his eyes back to the crossword
instead of toward me.

In that world, we won't be older and younger,
man and woman, father and daughter.
We'll just be two souls having coffee,
talking about the stars.
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Leaving Home
It seems I've been leaving home
for nearly fifteen years now.
I say leaving because

whenever I walk upstairs, I am still
picking my way around the creaks
in the boards, touching the veneered
banister lightly, holding my breath
as I creep. I don't want to wake my dad
after he's "gone up"--so he won't
scold me for staying up so late.
Whenever I sleep, I am still
sleeping in that red and white room
in my squeaky twin bed with the
polyester quilt scratching my face
the area rug threadbare on
hardwood, stained from juice, from puke,
the bubble lamp casting its dim red glow
in patchy shadows on frill white curtains
yellowing with age
--him snoring through the wall,
keeping me awake.
Whenever I want to travel,
or take a new job, or go out with a friend,
I am still sitting in the den,
biting my nails,
reading the preamble to the Constitution
or the Gettysburg Address from its
bowed frame on the wall, trying for hours
for the courage to ask his permission
not afraid of "no," but of his quiet,
"why do you wanna do that?"
I've worn his disapproval
like that old orange turtleneck sweater
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I despised--constantly pulling at the collar
for air.
And I have been slowly unravelling
it, row by row, year by year,
slowly pulling it apart
yet the yarn still trails me.
The sweater loosens
sometimes, but it chases after
me, across both oceans, to Kentucky
and back to Pittsburgh--always back to Pittsburgh.
It comes along obediently, like a hated tail,
like a bothersome other, breathing down my neck.
After twelve years you'd think I'd fmd the guts
to pick up a pair of scissors and sever that
string, tear the remains off my body
and stand bare-chested, arms above my head,
breasts thrust to the wind,
knowing I've stopped leaving home
knowing I'm fmally gone.
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ffim
for L.M.

If I ever met him,
I would kill him.
Rushing at him ·with nothing but my hands,
I'd tear at his eyes,
or squash his balls
until they oozed through the skin like mucous.
Then I'd let him lay bound
with the taste of steel in his mouth,
a gun's barrel tight against his teeth,
until he thought he would prefer death
to this torture.
And I'd do it again and again, until
your grandfather began to see
what you grew up with, every weekend
since you were two.
Him, slobber flying from his lips,
his blue hands roaming your body
at their will, squeezing and slapping,
spreading you apart at every opening
shoving himself
inside you,
always with his gun at his side
wheezing through clenched teeth
in that basement with it's one light bulb
swingivg rhythmically back and forth
as your grandmother knitted
upstairs
in front of the TV in their bedroom.
Braced against my tormenting hands,
would he too flee his broken body
to save himself and float above even the light bulb
looking down on the scene like a third party?
Would he be able to get up every morning
for sixteen years, go to school, and pretend
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that he was normal?
Could he stand to wake up night after night as an adult
screaming in terror and still go on living,
shades drawn, phone off the hook
for weeks at a time?
And would he still be breathing, pulling himself
through each long day with a forced smile, like you are?
No, I think he'd beg me to pull that trigger
after the very first time;
he'd shatter like a plate thrown against the wall
into shards that couldn't be put right again.
Maybe he thought he could pull you apart all
those times, rip your heart out through your head,
puncture your soul with his cock, his tongue,
make you his blow-up doll,
cause you to cease living for anyone but him.
But he was wrong. He was wrong!
You limped away at eighteen and finally began your life,
holding yourself together with just a shoe lace at first,
struggling against suicide, trusting no one but your cats,
climbing up out of that basement slowly,
step by step,
something pushing you on,
sometimes dragging you up
to the door at the top you'd been groping for
--now running through-finding your feet at last.
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Two Poems
John Cox

i mammal
Unseen, pouring from the humid concession.
This oasis dweller considering the gaze.
Black oilskin boots climbing on and off coal cars.
Stone tridents driving for renewed purity through the stunted willow.
Storms and shipwrecks dwelling in hilltop fortresses.
Drifters toward the edge, pronouncing the full weight of realism.

Gaunt reminders of the deadfall.
Marmota microtus myotis rufus
Cryptitis nadensis dorsatum coypus
Rattus zappus subflavus gulo
Felix sorex striatum taxus

Huddled on the wharf, the prolonged cry of mournfulness,
Still waiting for wildflower.

Snow geese cry down the bitter wind.
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People's Island 513
Come, you and I, to People's Island 513.
Arrive forward and pledge allegiance at the local cantina.
There, under the tri-colored banner, the local gypsy peddles his collection
Of ivory six fathoms from the residence of the physical plant.
Pass by his tattered face and adjust his unfurled tongue.
Mark time to the emissions of his charcoal breath.
We shall control this utilization.
What art those colors, her fur, his liquid ornaments?
They are the finite impairments longing for burial at the periphery.
Pieces of analyzed clay brandished upon a cold metal table.
They never made this appointment.
The people on the bus, they know. They won't admit it, though.
Revelation is gravimetric surrender.
Me and you, him and her; paranoic cohesion.
Yeh, we're fooled by our own distribution.
God, return the days of ignorance.
Our symmetry shall sweep away false concerns and imagined journeys.
Joy is our march, completing the ranks of the gunpowder angels.
Feel free to witness my contrast, for one day the setup will be canceled.
Together we'll become an incoherent inversion,
Islandic vectors for the library of silence.
The hour of this day, a possession of the completed.
Just you and I, for today.
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Two Poems
Sean Nighbert

Kindle
If I could take it back I would.

The sirens wailing as I'm walking
Back from dinner and men in yellow overalls
Hauling out bodies. The newspaper snoops
Asking, "Did you know so and so?
How long?" The heat of the flames
Forced all of us across the parking lot where the Millers
counted up their kids, praying not to come up short.
Most people made it out on their own.
Some rushed to get their cars out of the way.
I play with it in my mind. I am suddenly scared of something
As I sit in the Coldwater Diner eating with my good friend
Charlie, and he says, "This god-damned coffee
Sure is awful, Thom." And in some back comer
Of my mind I realize--I never even say--tease .really--I even say
"I don't think I turned that coffee pot off, Charlie."
He looks at me with a mouthful of burger, mumbling "Paranoid"
And shrugs one shoulder as I look through
The greasy glass of the window-booth.
The five o'clock video showed fire fighters
Axing through the doors of Mrs. Krabadle and
Her aiiing sister. They used to bring cakes to me
During the holidays, all wrapped in the same cheap paper.
The kind that's too thin--always on sale
At the local thrift stores. They would knock
On my door across the hallway to get a jar open or a load
Of groceries from the first to the third floor,
Which was destroyed by me?
Afterwards, the smell of the building was the hardest.
Burnt rubber and chemical flame retardant.
(They make so much out of plastic these days.)
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That night the glow of the embers shone red
Off the faces in the crowd watching our homes burning.
The obese Fire Chief said he didn't know what started
The incident but said it might have been bad wiring or an
Electrical short. Which, to my mind, is far more likely than
A simple hot pot left on for what might have been
Maybe one and a half hours. Less than two hours anyway.
Only time enough for a burger and coffee with Charlie.
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Beale Street 1945
Whore checks her seams while beggar plays harp.
I see yellow-eyed fathers shuffling around,
Brassy-nailed mothers with pearls in their ears.
Smooth talkin' brothers hustlin' for beers.
The music, thick like sweet molasses,
Runs out of the clubs and onto the street
Where I wait with empty pockets 'til
A sucker says, "Here y' go," and then
I'm lit up like Jesus on Sunday!
A band plays the Father's music--though it's different.
Listen, Jack Teagarden's swinging that old lie:
"Beale Street's paved with gold." At least
W. C. Handy was dead before they stole that tune-That wild, ragged swing--as if songs by Black Folk
Don't really mean anything until "borrowed" by
The whites, who make it clean enough for
Clarinet and a Big Brass Background.
Beale Street is paved with black bricks.
White folks come down here protected by the Police,
Who will send a black man to the
Mississippi Chain Gangs if they can catch you drunk
Enough not to know your name. (I know I've seen it.)
COME INSIDE! HEAR THE MEMPHIS BLUES! the man
Screams into the crowded street.
A drunken sailor punches his way out of a bar and I
Hear the familiar sirens from down the block.
I know that it's time to go.
Down-by the river a black boy does flips for white folks
Who laugh and give him money saying, "Isn't it a
Might past yo' bedtime?"
The Mississippi, with her rush and tumble, swings
With the tune of the street. Quiet on the flood wall,
I dream of that ragged trumpet.

Two Poems
Tara Perry

Laundry Blues
It was 2:00 in the morning
when I met another laundry ghost.

Baskets full of clothing
at our sides, hastily-thrown together
pieces on our bodies.

.

(And flip-flops ... don't forget the flip-flops.)
We travel down in silence
like members in a secret sect,
we know our purpose.
The Machines gape open
as fish in market cases.
We feed them, they come alive;
water gushes in--clothes soup.
Shut the lid, and step back.
The other ghost leaves, I guess he can't
take the droning the priests make.
I stay behind, the loneliness here
beats the loneliness in my room.
At least, now, I have company.
I settle down on the table
trying to absorb the madness
of William Burroughs.
One by one, they shut down.
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There's no race, no contest.
They simply wait, for the next
to come and revive them.
Other ghosts wander in and out
updating the progress.
Chrome white 'meets dull grey concrete
pipes colliding with the
wall, colour schemes designed by an
unemployed pudding manufacturer.
Time has its own beat in this
detached wasteland. Silence trades
licks with humming, tempo constant
unwavering.
The last dryer fmally rests, my
darks spill down in a sea of
colours, inertia broken for now.
I fumble out, ghost-like, back to my
room--to fold hide shut the drawers
until the morning fmds me alive
Again.
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Mental Note #1
Things to do today:
Change all my pennies into bills.
Find the sandal I lost after a
night of too many red pills.
Get out of my Columbia House deal.
Stop spying on my neighbor withe
socialist tendencies and Chinese freezer
meals.
Return overdue library books.
Decipher all my REM albums.
Have lunch w/Thomas Pynchon
(if he's free).
Conquer my agoraphobia.
Write a thank-you note to my
third grade teacher who taught me
how to spell "together. "
Figure out how to tell Johnny , Jack, and Jim
our relationship is over.
Tape the Three Stooges marathon that's on TV.
(Finally join Procrastinator's Anonymous.)
Kill the damn bugs that won't let me have .
any tomatoes.
Unpack all my boxes.
Get all my clocks to say the right time.
Become a loveable freak.
Learn a new language.
Destroy this list and get on wlmy life.
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Two Poems
Karen M. Telford

Centaur

of the Earth

I will not change my horse with any that treads. ..
When I bestride him, I soar, I am a hawk: he trots
the air; the earth sings when he touches it...
--William Shakespeare
Henry V Act ill, Sc. vn

I feel the surging strength beneath me; the tremor as his hooves
print the ground. But we are not of the earth, my horse and I,
nor of the air. We are suspended in stasis amidst the elements,
inhabiting a sphere of our own; moving swiftly between the
concrete and the abstract.
My mind is one with my horse; he knows where I would go before I
myself. My body speaks to his in our language of minute
shifts and subtle changes and electrical pulses, that we learned
as we passed together between the miles and the minutes.
My heart is expanding with each breath that fills my horse's lungs;
with ~ch pulse I am closer to knowing the oneness with creation
that he was born to.
My eyes are filled with my horse's world; each bird each blade of
grass, each soaring tree is familiar, is familial. I have come
home with him and I fmd that the earth returns my love!
And I must return--I cannot stay. My horse is bearing me back to
my birthright, the densely populated microcosm where communication
is limited by the word.
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know

Dark and Alone
He is in space dark and alone
dark of night, darkened room
dark wood, dark hands, dark thoughts
Then from him through the ivory, wood and wire
the liquid light flows out into the air
Light that is not seen, light that is heard
A rippling, sentient, breathing thing
Now it lifts me high and swings me low
then finds me in the comer where I stand
and limns my tears' descent
until the fmal tone
when he is in space
dark and alone
But there is no dark
and he is not alone
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Divinity Hobos
Jerry Williams

Divinity hobos 'sit tight-assed on barstools
eyes glance wanton under humming lights
We cycle out deep registers of pain.
So when so-and-so ran off with our friends
we were mad and roamed like a goon squad.
Confusion and anarchy is the satire
of our public and private fuck-ups.
Patron saints of the shit hot gospels
yeah, feel the drunken rush
of wind whip your hair
and all the madness makes sense.
Bukowski sneers his knowledge
belching baptisms of bile coffee stains
leave their marks on books of poetry.
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True Legends
Lori Baldridge

Scribbled words
speak of sincere madness.
Ghosts haunt the tear-stained cheeks of
the truest poets.
Sad traces of days with smiles.
They speak from their
souls,
hoping others will understand
hoping others have felt
the pain.
Needing help
coping with life
and its burdens.
Words of truth written
in agonized confusion.
Struggling for release
from the fight for
survival.
They know what is
real .
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In the Wrong Hands
David Adkins

As I sit here staring at a blank: page
the world still turns around
I try to understand the many ways
but the page is all that I've found
It stares back you know
silently in its own little voice
Its silent eyes wave to and fro
the page really has no choice
I watch it glimmer in the moonlight
As each terrifying line I write
I loose another word as if in spite
I watch it tumble down as in life
The phrases, the meanings all confess
the feelings I hide, my emotions inside
they rage, they rage, they are pointless
until I write, and with my pen confide
The page does not tell
The page does not know
It cannot damn you into hell
It cannot steal your terrified soul
Yet it watches
Its silent eyes wave to and from
Like blood absorbed by swatches
It really does know
It absorbs the meaning
Draining every inch of life from the words
Like a parasite indulged in feeding
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Like a knight with his drawn sword
Yet the page does not tell
Yet its silent voice keeps repeating
The page cannot damn you to hell
So, why are you still weeping?
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Kartaro Mihara

Untitled
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Photo

Laura Hamm

"My Dad"
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Photo

Robert Jeffries

"The Jester & 1 in my Confrontation"
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Pen & Ink

Matt Stacy

"Stone Countenance"
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Monoprint

Lynn Paul Goodman

"Vasco"
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Monotype

Superb all and the Boys
Ron Adams

If there's one thing I remember about my childhood, it's
stories. Wonderful stories. All kinds of them. Funny, scary, sad, exciting,
long, short, all kinds. Each night when I was little my mother would tuck me
into bed. The covers folded neatly at my sides, the taste of brushed
toothpaste in my mouth, and my tired head rested on a down-feathered pillow
waiting to hear tonight's story. They were always good ones too , except for the
ones about clowns. I hated clowns.
When I was four or five, I had an overly-large, almost life-sized decal
of a clown on my bedroom wall. I despised it. It would stare at me with its
large, red eyes painted like large suns. Needless to say, by the time my sixth
birthday had rolled around, just about 85 percent of that ugly sticker was peeled
off the wall section by section As I recall , the remaining 15 percent left of it
was merely the soles of its over-sized, lifelike, cherry-red clown shoes. Later
on, when I was nine and I saw the movie "Poltergeist," I was glad I had
destroyed it. Come to think of it, now that I've read The Yellow Wallpaper,
I'm glad I destroyed it.
My mother would sit down on the bed beside me, kiss my forehead ,
and begin to read. This made me very happy. She would always let me choose
a book ~ut of 'my rather large children' s library which mostly consisted of Dr.
Suess and Curious George books. My favorite was without a doubt Green Eggs
and Ham. I loved that book. Thinking back, I can picture myself lying in bed
and cracking up laughing when my mother would recite the lines:
Not in a car,
not in a plane;
Not on a boat,
not on a train;
I do not want them Sam I Am, I do not want Green
35

Eggs and Ham!!!
Hilarious. Silly, but that's children's literature, I guess.
As I grew up, the stories progressively became more weird. They
turned into stories like the one of the boy down the street who was swallowed
by the sewer. Or the one about the girl who was chopped up by the town
weirdo. Most of the time, my brother was the one who told these stories,
mainly to frighten me. He did this because he was my brother, why else?
However the story I'm about to tell is one about me.
I remember when I was about, oh, ten or eleven, and all of the
neighborhood kids would come over to our side yard to play whiffleball. All
of the kids in our neighborhood were close. Very close. There were about
eleven or twelve of them and they did everything together. Not one of them
went to the bathroom without at least one other knowing about it. I was the
exception. I was the youngest of all the other kids in my neighborhood, and
naturally, I was the one who got the worst treatment all of the time. For this
there were no exceptions. However, I never got picked on in school, because
I hug with the largest, most feared group in the school. . . the kids in my
neighborhood. That was what kept me hanging in there, because I knew that
deep down inside, every one of them liked me. They just never told me.
Now whiffleball is a very fun game to play. However it can also be
a very painful one. I was the first one to find this out. Whiffleball is
essentially baseball, although you don't use a real bat or a real baseball. My
house was in a very urban area and the chances of denting a car, breaking a
window, a mailbox, or even a dog's leg were extremely high. By the way, the
breaking ofthe dog's leg with a baseball had happened, so we dared not risk it
happening again.
So in place of the real bat and the real ball, we (all twelve or thirteen
of us) would go to the nearest drug and thrift store and buy one of those cheap,
lightweight, hollow, plastic, white whiffleballs which almost always came with
one ofthose cheap, lightweight, hollow, plastic, yellow whifflebats. However,
the first time we ever played whiffleball we discovered that it was very rare that
you would ever be able to throw one of these cheap, plastic, balls over or even
close to home plate. They were often too light, and the wind would almost
always get inside the open grooves of the ball, which made it whiff, and blew
it away .
So after hours of thought and putting our heads together, we
collectively came up with a very simple theory . In order for the ball to cross
the plate, it needed to be heavier. Heavier! Yes, that was it, that was the
solution! But how were we going to make it heavier, without making it as
heavy as a real baseball?
Joey Brimmle, a 15-year-old who lives down the street, came up with
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the idea of packing the ball with rocks and wet sand, which seemed like a good
idea at first. However we found out very quickly that this was a bad idea for
three reasons. First, it would make the ball lopsided in weight, and very
difficult to throw in a straight line. Second, when thrown, a good amount of
sand and stones would be hurled in random directions, making the players in the
infield very unhappy. And last, when the hitter would finally get a piece of the
ball, the cheap, lightweight, plastic whifflebat would defyingly bend in half.
After a' few other tries with a few other potentially good ideas which
failed, most of us had given up hope. We had tried everything. Paper towel
stuffed in the ball, newspaper, toilet tissue, rubberbands, ziplock bags, Elmer's
glue, covering it with butter, spit ... everything. Nothing worked. Then it
happened. Billy Ricksworth, whose father was a top executive at Mobil Oil,
had 1HE idea. Figures.
After five very long minutes of us all sitting in my side yard pondering
what to do, Billy stood up swiftly and shouted, "I have the idea!" And he did.
Billy ran home to his house across the street without even telling us the idea.
Exactly seven minutes and thirty-seven seconds later, Billy came back.
He walked closer to us but very slowly as if he was holding out on us
purposefully, as if to build the suspense. All eleven or twelve of us stared and
waited, curious. Billy looked around at us with a stupid, evil grin on his face,
and then I noticed he had his left hand behind his back. I took a quick glance
at my brother standing tall beside me and I saw his eyes grow relatively large
for his fat, round face. And just as I turned my attention back to Billy I heard
everyone gasp in astonishment as Billy whipped his hand around from behind
his skinny back to reveal a very, very thick roll of Duct Tape.
Billy held the roll of shiny, silver tape high above his head as if to
worship it. The sun's rays on that hot, July afternoon caught the roll of tape
directly and shone its hot, bright rays into our wide, surprised eyes. Not more
than a second passed after that when somebody, I forget who, yelled, "Let's
play ball!" And we would.
_ Billy Ricksworth got the honors of wrapping the ball with the new
wonder tape. After all, it was he who stole it from his house and out of his
dad's tool box. He wrapped it tight, about six times around, and the ball now
weighed much more that it had before. The ball also looked a lot heavier than
it actually was, but that didn't matter. What mattered was that it was heavier
and that we could now finally play. It also turned out that we were a lot
smarter than we thought we were when we knew that cheap, lightweight, plastic
whifflebat would never withstand a pitch from our new and mighty superball.
So we wrapped it too.
Now this is where the game got fun, but somewhat painful. There
were only eleven or twelve of us, and everyone knows you need at least
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eighteen relatively good players to have a good game of baseball. So because
of this, we had to leave out some positions on the playing field. Now the
unanimous decision was to remove players from the outfield, leaving only one
or two players out there, but our new superball made this virtually impossible.
Even the slightest of taps from our new superbat would send the ball far and fast
into the outfield. And the only way the ball could be stopped is if someone in
the infield caught it in mid-flight, grounded it, or got hit with it, in which case
the ball usually just ricocheted and kept going anyway.
So in light of this fact , we decided to take away the basemen. Now
there was an idea, in fact it was a great one. It meant three extra players to run
around and catch pop-fly and deflected balls.
"It's perfect!" said Vic Desordi, the boy from the other side of the
neighborhood who ironically in his fifteen years of life had seen the inside of an
emergency room as a patient twenty-two times.
"Yeah," I said, "but how are we gonna stop the base runners?"
"Duh, you moron!" said my brother as he slapped me with his hat.
"Whoever has the ball just tags him out. "
"No, that's too easy!" exclaimed Bobby Criswell, whose mother was
a construction worker.
"There's too many fielders . The runner would never have a chance."
The rest of the group agreed.
"Besides," he continued.
"Wait!" my brother interjected. "I, I, I got it! The person who catches
the ball has to throw it to another player, or--"
"Or what?" asked Bobby.
"Or he has to peg the runner with it!" continued my brother.
"You mean hit them with it?" said Joey.
"Yes!"
"Hit the runner. "
"Yeah."
"You see, it works. It may sting a little but--"
"Yeah, but how much?!" asked Bobby.
At that moment, that very awkward moment, 24 eyes, 12 faces, and
one arm with an extended finger pointed at me. And after the initial shock of
being the chosen one had left me, though it shouldn't have shocked me at all,
I was able to make out the voice of my brother saying: "Get behind the plate,
twerp . Now!"
The rest of the group stood and watched, most of them with their arms
folded. I slowly turned and moped my way over to the cardboard box we called
home plate, and turned back again.
"Now stay there!" my brother yelled. I watched as he turned and
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started talking to the group again, only this time I couldn't hear what he was
saying. I just stood and sighed because I knew exactly what was coming. My
brother stopped talking and turned away from the group by pivoting on his right
heel. Now facing me again, my brother drew a deep breath and slowly let it
out. He had his right hand behind his back. I tried to remain perfectly still and
not show any fear, but my knees began to shake uncontrollably and my stomach
started quivering like a bowl of Jell-O. My brother peered hard at me the way
an older brothet peers at his younger brother when he's about to so something
very mean. He bent at the waist. I could now see, resting on the lower part of
his back and held by his right hand, the shining, Duct Tape covered superball.
"Turn around, Dork!" he yelled at me.
I did what my brother said. He was rather larger than me, 5 foot 11
inches, 210 pounds to my 5 foot 6 inches, 126 pounds to be exact. And no
matter what, I couldn't escape him if! tried . .. we shared a room and did until
he left home three years later.
I swallowed hard. Looking behind him, I saw the rest of the group
standing and watching. None of them looked as if they were gonna lift a finger
to stop him. It was defmitely going to happen. A bead of summer sweat rolled
down my face and hung on the tip of my nose, and without a word I made the
sign of the cross and turned around.
Now standing there in front of me was our garden shed which we were
going to use as our backstop for struck pitches. It was made of aluminum,
painted beige, with dark brown trim to highlight the edges. It was dentless, and
fairly new. For a second I began to think about what kind of dent the thin,
metal walls of the shed would suffer ifby some improbable miracle, my brother
was to miss me and hit it instead. This was a most pleasant thought, and I liked
it. However it was rudely interrupted by the sound of a loud grunt from my
brother, an ear piercing whiff, and a loud, loud slap!
Tears built up in my eyes which were barred shut at that moment, and
I clenched my fists so hard, my fmgernails nearly cut into my palms. An
extreme sensation of sudden pain spread throughout my upper back, origination
right between my shoulder blades. Behind me I heard distant sounds of oohs
and ahhhs coming from the group ofno-gooders who didn't lift a finger to help
me. I fought and battled myself to hold back the water building up under my
eyelids, but a single tear escaped and trickled down the side of my face and
came to rest in the corner of my mouth.
I stood for a moment and blinked. I could taste the teardrop which had
ventured its way down my face, and it was then that I noticed I was standing
completely still. Not a muscle was moving in my entire body. All of the pain
had gone, vanished. I had this feeling of victory inside. . .1 had survived. I
reached up and wiped the tear trail off my face, and grinned, because I knew
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that what I was about to do was gonna shock the world. Or my world at least.
I turned and faced the crowd, and without looking up at them I bent down and
saw the thick, silver superball at my feet, and picked it up .
I clenched it tightly, peered at it, and rose up. The looks on my peers'
faces were priceless. They looked almost stunned and bewildered at what they
saw. And those looks continued to cross their faces as I cocked my arm back,
tossed the ball to my brother, and with vigor in my voice I said, "Let's play
ball." Everyone's face drew a large smile and their mouths threw out a big
cheer as everyone, even my brother, happily took the field.
I never got mad at my brother for making me go through that. In fact
I thanked him immediately afterwards for giving me the chance to prove myself
to the people in my life. When I said this my brother just looked at me and
said, "We like ya anyway , bro, welcome to manhood. " We laughed and he
handed me the ball to pitch first .

The End
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My Hunting Story
Sean Nighbert

I

have never been much of a hunter. Although hunting itself
does not offend or bother me, I rarely enjoy anything more than an occasional
dove or quail shoot. My father and my brothers enjoy hunting a great deal. In
fact, my older brother is studying to be a Game Warden and my younger
brother is named Hunter. My indifference towards hunting has never been a
point of contention within my family , but unfortunately I have missed out on
many of the trips that my father and brothers go on together.
A few years ago I went with my father on a trip to Mexico to hunt
quail and geese. We arrived at our destination, a mesa south of a small town
named San Fernando, and met up with a group of my father's friends.
Ranchero Mescalero, where we hunted that year, sat on a mesa that overlooked
a tough desert landscape. I was immediately taken in by the desert brush and
began to look forward to the next day' s hunt.
Later that night I sat and drank, with my father and some of the other
men who were on the trip with us . They were all swapping stories about the
hunting and fishing trips they had been on together. Hunting trips seemed to
form this group into a fraternity--one that excluded me. Each member had a
hunting story, usually comical or dangerous. My father scaled mountains
tracking a brown bear; my older brother, Ed, stalked and killed a black bear
with a bow and arrow. Every man in the room listened as story after story was
told over several rounds of Scotch and tequila. My turn never came and I sat
and listened as the night grew colder, and we all became sleepy.
I had never hunted geese before and asked for advice from the older,
more experienced hunters. "When the geese come in they'll be so loud that
you'll swear they are right on top of you, " my father told me on our way to the
hunt. "It'll seem like that until you look up, then they see you and flare. "
Flare meant that they would startle, and flyaway. After two hours of
driving in the dark, we finally came to a field that was layered in thick fog .
Each hunter sat down in a pit that was about four feet deep The decoys
were arranged around these pits. We had to look straight down when the flocks
approached, for -even the glint of an eye can startle the geese. I learned this
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lesson the hard way , drawing hard comments from the eight other hunters for
looking up too soon. The symmetrical formations of white geese were so
beautiful it became very hard to resist taking a look. One of my father's friends
commented from a nearby pit that I would ruin the hunt by looking up. My
father reassured the other man that no one was ruining the hunt, but this
comment weighed heavy in my mind.
As day began to break, we could hear thousands of geese leaving the
roost, and the hunting became quite active. During breaks in the melee, one or
two hunters would run out and get geese that had fallen further away from the
pits. If a man were retrieving a goose and another flock was coming in, he
either could ball up on the ground and not move a muscle until the shooting was
over (which still might scare the birds) , or he could run as fast as he could back
to the pits.
Sometimes a bird would still be alive when the hunter found it. I had
seen the other men take the goose by the head, and in a quick spinning motion,
break the neck. This is called "ringing a neck." The alternative, of course, is
to let the bird suffer. I had never rung a neck before and didn' t want to unless
it was unavoidable. So I tried to stay in the pits during these retrievals.
During one extended break, however, I stepped out of the pit and began
to jog towards where I had seen a goose go down. When I got to the spot
where the bird lay, I saw that it was only wing shot. A hollow bone stuck out
of the wing and blood spurted onto the beautiful white feathers . The head was
trembling side to side and the goose was calling softly to its lost companions.
At first I didn' t want to touch the goose, but someone yelled for me to hUrry .
Then came the part that was the worst. I reached down to the goose and
grasped the head and quickly spun the body around in a tight circle, holding the
head still. But when the spin stopped, I was holding a still- kicking goose that
was flapping its useless wings. Terrified, I decided to carry the goose back to
the pits and let another hunter kill the bird. On my way back, however, I spied
yet another wounded goose weaving a path through the spread of decoys.
Someone yelled for me to catch the goose and bring it back. As I got my hands
around the neck of this second goose, excited cries came from the pits in front
of me. They were yelling for me to get down, and stay still, but when I did
both geese began to flap and kick. Another cry came telling me to stop the
flapping--and soon.
As I balled up in the dirt, I stared directly into the eyes of the two
geese. And just when I could hear the wings of the next flock beating behind
me, I strangled both geese where we lay together. The eyes grew slotted as
their tongues stretched and clicked in their bills. It didn't take long, only a few
seconds of intense pressure. Soon after the shooting stopped I got back up and
carried the bodies to the pits.
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The rest of the day passed quickly and I was glad for it. That night I
drank tequila with a roomful of jubilant hunters, but I was unsatisfied. That day
left me drunk and empty. No matter what I did Ijust couldn't forget the panic
that I felt as I lay there with those geese.
My hunting story isn't brave, or even exciting: it is made of panic and
inexperience. My older brother and my father were the only other hunters I told
it to. They both gave me sympathetic looks and my father put his hand on my
shoulder.
"That's the worst part of hunting, but you have to learn these things , "
he said. "I'm sorry that you had to learn it that way. "
My oldest brother said he was sorry too and that he knew how tough
it was to ring a goose's neck. He said he would show me the next day. But he
missed the point. For that brief moment I was intimate with my prey as a
hunter. I watched the life drain out of those birds slowly--not instantly like it
should have been. Not skilled like it should have been. It was primitive and real
to me, unlike killing a goose with a gun. Somehow, through all of my hopes
and expectations, I had forgotten what we were actually doing . Or maybe I
didn't have a proper education in killing. I had overlooked the real aspects of
the hunt and seen the ideal. I thought that my story would serve as an initiation
into mysteries that had for so long eluded me. In a great sense it did. But what
I had discovered was something different than what I expected. So when my
brother offered to teach me the right way to kill a goose I told him okay, but I
knew that I'd pull my shots the next day and I couldn't kill another goose
anyway.
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Lessons
Pam Kissinger

The warm summer breeze filtered through the upstairs
window, bringing with it all the comforting night sounds I knew so well. The
musical combination of the crickets and various other insects along with the odd
mixture of farm animals rustling in their bam stalls and pastures, enveloped me
and my brothers and sisters in a sense of security.
Then came another sound--the familiar scraping sound of the window
in the bedroom opposite mine being lifted higher. I knew that sound w~ll, too.
I'd listened to my two older brothers prepare for their nightly rendezvous almost
every night that summer. Their conspiratorial whispers carried through the
passage that separated our rooIDS.
"I'm going first tonight," Jim said in a determined whisper.
"You always get to go first."
"Well, if! don't go first, I ain't waitin' on you if I get back before you
do. I'll ... and shut the window," Jim threatened.
I couldn't make out what it was he said he'd do before he shut the
window, because Daddy's old hound, Duke, chose that exact moment to howl.
Probably over all the noise they were making, I thought to myself.
Jim's threat was the last I heard from them that night. I knew it didn't
mean much, though. Tom always got his way. At twelve, Tom was two years
younger than Jim, but Tom was muscular and rugged looking--almost as big as
Uncle Joe, and Jim was skinny. Jim always lost in their fights. Well, almost
always. There was that one time they were fighting over the last bottle of pop
and Jim knocked Tom out cold. It was purely accidental, I knew. Who
would'a thought you could knock somebody out with a sock stuffed with other
socks? But that's the way it happened. I saw it all. Tom ended up with the
pop, though. I think Jim thought he'd killed him. He was so glad to see Tom
open his eyes and sit up, he gave him that pop, even though the first of the
month was still a long way off.
There were no more sounds coming from the other room. Just the
familiar night sounds wafting in through the open windows and the rustle of the
plastic curtains as they floated on the breeze.
'
I knew Jim and Tom sneaked out their window almost every night. I
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figured they walked over to the neighbor girl's house across the hill, but I knew
better than to ask. Ijust wasn't real sure how they sneaked out. I had my ideas
how, and so did Bobby, my younger brother that I shared my room with. But,
unlike me, Bobby was curled up on his side of the big iron frame bed dreaming
the dreams of a seven-year-old. Jim and Tom' s nightly adventure didn't
interrupt his sleep, that night or any other.
Bobby knew about Jim and Tom's adventure only because I told him.
No one else knew. Not our oldest sister, GraCie, who slept downstairs in the
bedroom that used to belong to our parents, and not our other two sisters, Bert
and Patty, who slept in the room next to hers. There was no one else who
would care, really. Aunt Vern and Uncle Joe might, but they were snug in their
big house way up on the top of the hill. Then there was Mama Reynolds, who
I knew wouldn't stand for rowdiness like that, but her house was farther down
the holler than our house was, plumb at the end of the gravel road and she went
to bed with the chickens.
It was just us kids all alone in the big red slate-sided house. With
family all around us, we were like a nut in a shell, but we were all alone just
the same. At nine, I was two years older than Bobby and three years younger
than Tom. Patty, Jim, then Bertha's ages went up a year like stair-steps. To me
then, Gracie seemed old-old. Ten years my senior made her nineteen and head
of the household. That particular responsibility she had been burdened with the
day they buried our mother. But Gracie wasn't much of a mom, though. It
wasn't her fault, I knew, she did everything I thought mothers were supposed
to do, but there was just something missing.
That left me--Bobby--my bosom buddy, my best friend, my partner in
crime. But I was usually the one that got us into trouble. Bobby was actually
my only friend and would follow me no matter where I led, mainly because he
was in the same boat as I was where playmates were concerned. Living life in
rural Kentucky in the late 1960s with no transportation, save your feet, and no
other children for miles around, we only had each other and that had to be okay.
And it.was.
While I lay there waiting for sleep to overtake me, the curtains billowed
and beams of moonlight fell softly on Bobby' s golden-blond hair, making a
silver halo around his face. At that moment he reminded me of the little boy
in the picture with the angel and I felt a temporary twinge of guilt. He had
already agreed though. Tomorrow afternoon when every one else was busy, we
were going to try our luck at getting out of our upstairs window. Undetected.
Just like Jim and Tom. But we were going to try it out in the daytime in case
something went wrong. That way nothing could get us like it could at
nighttime.
With that last thought in my mind, a smile in my heart and only night
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sounds in my ears, I curled up next to Bobby in the big iron bed and slept.
The next day dawned just like any other and I bound up from the bed.
"Bobby, Bobby, Bobby, get up, " I said, as I shook him awake.
"Today' s the day, Bobby. Come on. "
"Okay," he responded sleepily. "I'm coming. "
We got through breakfast without anyone noticing our conspiratorial
glances at each other. Jim and Tom, I noticed, both looked sleepy. I looked
over at Bobby and winked and grinned, even though I had a mouthful of gravy
and biscuits. Normally, Gracie would have caught me and whacked me up the
side of the head for grinning with my mouth full, but she didn't. I took this to
be a good omen. Nothing could go wrong now , I thought, swinging my feet a
little harder underneath the table.
We stayed close to the house that day, and dinner-time as we called it,
came and went. With our bellies full of cold biscuits and homemade blackberry
jelly, we watched from our perch on the big front porch as Jimmy and Tommy
trudged back to the hay-field in the hot midday sun to help Uncle Joe harvest the
hay.
"Come on, " I nudged Bobby on his skinny shoulder, "let's go see ifit's
clear. "
Off the high front porch we went, and sneaking around to the back
porch we found Patty and Gracie systematically putting clothes in and taking
clothes out of the old white wringer washer.
"I don't see Bert, " Bobby whispered by my side.
"She's over there at the well drawing wash water, "I told him as quietly
as I could. "It's clear, let' s go."
Just as I turned from the comer of the porch, I heard ' Gracie's shrill
voice yelling after me.
"Pammy Lou," she accused, "you're supposed to be churning that,
butter Mamaw sent up here, and here you are running around like a chicken
with its head rung off. You better get to it afore I get a switch for your
backside. "
I knew she meant that. That was one task I dearly hated. Not churning
the butter, but breaking my own switch. She never settled for a brittle twig.
Not Gracie. It had to be a limber, keen maple switch. The kind that made little
red whelps that stung real bad.
"I'm coming, " I lied, " I gotta go to the toilet. "
It wasn' t a total lie. I did have to go back in that direction to sneak
through the front doors. Bobby was waiting for me by the bottom of the stairs.
His big blue eyes looked like saucers. He knew Gracie's threats of a switch
weren' t to be taken lightly.
"It's okay, let's go ," I lied, again.
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As fast as our seven and nine-year-old legs could carry us, we
confiscated every pillow and quilt we could fmd and rushed them upstairs to our
room.
"Get the ones out of Jim and Tom's room," I told Bobby. Then,
thinking him too slow for the task, I hurried in after him. Unfortunately,
neither of us paid any particular attention to the coiled up rope tucked securely
between their mattress and box springs.
"That's enough," I announced.
Our next step was to do some experimenting to see where we needed
to place the quilts outside. We thought we were being pretty smart. Judging
four feather pillows to be about our size, we carefully wrapped them in a quilt.
"We'll take turns going and getting them," I told Bobby. "You go get
the first ones. "
"Okay," he answered, rushing back down the stairs to retrieve the
bundle from the ground below.
After dropping them several times, we determined we had found just
the right spot to place the rest of the covers. So, with Bobby upstairs dropping
the rest of the quilts and pillows our the window and me outside placing them,
we completed our preparations.
With that taken care of I rushed back up the stairs with all the
enthusiasm a nine-year-old could possibly feel who was about to embark upon
her greatest adventure yet. With my heart pounding in my head as well as my
chest and fairly bursting with excitement, I reached the top of the stairs and
rushed over to the window where Bobby stood waiting. His flushed face
surrounded by tousled golden blond hair was probably an exact replica of mine.
"Are we really gonna do it?" he asked in a timid, breathless voice.
Looking out the window I could just barely make out the faraway
figures of Jim and Tom pitching hay onto the wagon, and of Uncle Joe sitting
on his mowing machine behind Kit and Ellen, his team of mules. I could see
the heat rising from the newly cut fields of hay that stretched to the far edge of
the woods. I heard the buzz of grasshoppers and a faraway jar-fly, and the
constant chug, chug, chug of Mommy's old ringer washer.
"Pammy," Bobby nudged my shoulder, "are we gonna do it or not?"
"Of course we're gonna do it," I answered.
There was never any question of who would go first. Where I went,
Bobby followed. Swinging my leg over the windowsill, I looked back into
Bobby's shining face and I wondered ifhe could possibly be as excited as I was.
His bright, baby blue eyes told me he was, although he didn't appear able to
speak. So with adventure on my mind, exhilaration in my breast and adoration
mirrored in bobby's eyes--I jumped.
The doctor said I was lucky with just a broken ankle after having
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"fallen" out of an upstairs window, and that I would be walking again without
the aid of crutches in a couple of months. I never knew what Bobby told
everybody, or what excuse he used . I did fmd it curiously funny that no one
mentioned all the quilts and pillows strategically placed, however off the mark,
and I wasn' t going to mention them either. I suppose it is possible that they did
ask and I was just in too much pain to pay any attention.
That episode ruined the rest of my summer. Aunt Vern and Uncle Joe
made me stay up on the hill with them, and I thought that was my punishment.
Aunt Vern was meaner than Gracie and she couldn' t cook. I never got to see
Bobby the rest of that summer because he wasn' t willing to sit by my side while
he could be off on some adventure of his own.
I didn' t think of that rope for a long time to come, and I wasn't ever
sure if! learned a lesson--other than how to knit a pot holder under Aunt Vern' s
watchful eye. But I always thought Bobby did , though. From that summer on
he never followed me "without question" ever again.
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Talk Shows and Kitty Cats
Sean Nighbert

Tabitha Bertram had been pregnant for three weeks before she
could summon the strength to tell her husband, George. She had known since
the night of conception because of a dream. She was lying in the dark: George
rolled off of her and was asleep before five minutes had passed. In the darkness
she could hear him sleeping an soon drifted into sleep herself.
She was laying with her back to a brick wall. The coolness of the
bricks made her shiver a little, but she was comfortable. There was no
movement in the room and at the end of what must have been a long corridor,
a small light that she could not get to. To be so still in a dream was unusual for
Tabby, because in most of the dreams that she remembered she was running
from something or to something. Not a liberating run like her afternoon jogs
but an oppressive overpowering running that, at least in the dream, she knew
would never end. In these dreams she could see her destination and her point
of departure but could neither move forward nor could she return.
The brick dream was so memorable because of the light. Tabby was
stuck and couldn't get to it in time, and then a woman's voice spoke out in the
darkness: "Tabby, honey , you are ripe for the picking. A good fertile
woman. "
The next morning when George got up to go to work she knew she was
pregnant. So she went out and bought two tests, ones that you could use as
soon as 72 hours after sex, and hid them in the bathroom behind her maxi-pads-a place that she knew George wouldn't look. Fear and anxiety ran through her
mind aU day,a nd these feelings were only heightened by a talk show she saw
that morning as she was drinking her coffee. It was the Jane Stewart show, and
the panel was a group of women who had gotten pregnant without asking their
partners. There was a couple, married ten years, who said they never wanted
children at all. The husband was incensed an kept saying that it was over. but.
the woman sid her body clock was ticking, so she stopped taking birth control.
Another woman was unmarried and seventeen. The teenager said over and over
that the baby she carried would make her whole--somehow fulfill her. The
audience, of course, crucified all of the guests with stupid comment like: "I
hope that you're not going on welfare" and "I feel sorry for your husbands."
Tabby thought about the way things had been going at the Dumlot Tire
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subject of babies. The next morning she got out one of the testers and decided
to get the results. And, as she knew even before she peed on the little litmus
tester, the test as positive.
Tabby spent the following weeks hiding ravaging morning sickness and
trying to find ways to tell her husband. When he noticed that she didn't eat
anything at meals, she found herself telling him that she had eaten too many
snacks that afternoon. Then, after dinner, he would sit and watch television
while she would hide her vomiting in the upstairs bathroom. side from
complaining that her cleaning skills had diminished (something that he attributed
to hours of watching live coverage of the 0 .1. trial) he noticed nothing. At
night he slept so soundly that he never missed her getting out of bed to go to the
bathroom.
In those weeks she just couldn't find a way to tell him. She just knew
it would be like the soaps she saw in the afternoon. He would leave her. He
would beat her. She spent hours playing out conversations in which she would
think of the things he would say.
GEORGE: We don' t have enough money.
TABITHA: We'll make it just fine .
G.: But you aren' t working and ...
Tabitha: I know. I can find a part timer and maybe that will help
with the money . . .
G.: . .. . .
Then she would play out scenarios in which she was strong and he was
the one who would beg and cry. She always referred to herself by name in
these scenarios--like she was a stranger watching herself with a worshipful eye.
The scenes would play out like a soap opera. She thought up lots of
melodrama, and she could be cruel and strong.
SCENE 1.
Tabitha walks into the dining room where George is waiting. He starts
to talk but is cut off with a motion.
TABITHA: George, I'm having your baby.
GEORGE: We can't afford it. You trapped me. This is you fault,
you bitch. We can' t keep it. It' s got to go . . .
(It helped to imagine George as being more unreasonable than he really
was.)
TABITHA: Shut up. We won't and we can' t kill our child. I don't
care if you leave. Who was supporting us before we were married? Before you
got you lousy job? Who took care of you when you were cheating workman's
comp? When do you ever stop thinking about you? It is high time you remember
me for a change. And if you don't--Get Out!
(TABITHA SLAPS HIM. SHE WALKS OUT, LEAVING GEORGE
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IN SHAME. TABITHA IS TRIUMPHANT. SHE KNOWS SHE WILL
SUCCEED.)
But in real life she always took one look at him and kept her mouth
shut tightly. Especially if one of those cats was anywhere near him. They
always heightened his look of disgust i a way that paralyzed Tabby. One
afternoon when she was feeling well and when Jake and Elwood were outside,
she approached George with the idea of having children. They Were sitting in
the living room watching television. Tabby found herself staring intently at the
father of their baby. George tried to ignore her thoughtful glances an fmally
turned the volume on the TV down.
"What's going on?" he asked her.
"Oh, nothing. Nothing really ," she said and turned back to the silent
television.
"No, there is something. You' ve been acting differently the last couple
of days. Really. I thought maybe . . . your period. You lqJ.ow, you seem
fragile or something," he said. He saw her staring at the television and pushed
the power off.
"Well ... what do you think about having a baby?" she asked.
She stared at her feet and thumbed the comers of the Cosmopolitan that lay on
the table beside her. She could tell by the length of the silence between her
question and his sigh that he was actually trying to answer her carefully.
"Why, are you thinking about starting a family?" He joked.
"I'm serious," she said.
"Really, I think that we don't have enough money. I think that we
could wait until we're in better shape. You know ... Dave at the plant says
that I might actually get a promotion instead of a pink slip. But he says that I-we'll have to wait until the fall , " he said. "Then maybe. We' .. see."
Tabby had been expecting a different tone. In her dramas she had
imagined that he would be abject to the idea, let alone the fact. But this was
something different. This was calm. It took the wind out of her sails.
"Oh. I was reading in this magazine that women only have so long to
be fertile, and I am 28," she said. She held up the magazine to support her lie.
"We have plenty of time for children. I just don't think that we're
ready. I don' t think we're mature enough. I still get mad at the damn cats.
And , anyway, if! don' t have enough money to take care of Jake and Elwood,
how can I take care of a baby?"
"Okay. We'll wait. I was just wondering," she said. A wave of
nausea hit her. She could feel her feet and hands sweating. She got up
suddenly, ignoring George when he asked where she was going, and went
upstairs to the bathroom.
The tile felt coolon her legs as she leaned against the bathtub. This
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was the worst. To sit and wait for vomit that never comes. She could handle
the vomiting, bit it was the constant nausea that Tabby hated. Whoever called
it morning sickness, she though, was a freaking moron. He should have called
it constant nausea. That would have been more accurate. Slowly the sickness
drained from her and she felt a little better. I t was hard to tell with her
stomach all balled up from her conversation with George. As she stood p and
bent over the sink to wash her face, she heard a voice coming through the door.
"Baby. I didn' t mean to upset you. You asked and I thought you
deserved an honest answer," he said.
She sat down on the edge of the tub .
"You can't help how you feel. Just like with the cats. "
"That's different. Anyway , I'm sorry I upset you. You okay?" he
asked. She could see his feet under the door.
"Ub-huh. I'll be fme, " she answered. George's feet disappeared from
sight. She heard him go downstairs and open the door. He must be letting the
cats in, she thought. When she returned downstairs, sure enough, there sat
George with both cats on his lap. But he was actually petting both of them.
George turned and gave Tabby a half grin.
'If we did have a baby, I'd bet he'd be less demanding than these two,"
he said. Tabby forced herself to laugh and went into the kitchen for some soda
crackers.
The next day Tabby decided that she had to tell him. Come what might
she had to tell him. But she had to figure out how . All day the cats followed
her around. They cried to be picked up. They sharpened their claws on
George's chair as she cleaned the living room. Jake was underfoot the whole
time she did laundry, and Elwood sat on the ironing board while she presses
George's pants.
While she was cleaning that day , they refused to go outside. They
were bundles of energy--destroying the house as she tried to clean it. Jake was
into everything from the pantry to the liquor cabinet. Elwood had to be on top
of everything she did. They made such a mess that by the time the work was
finished the place looked like it needed another go-round. Finally to get them
out of her hair she put them into their carrying case. They didn't mind getting
into the box, but as she locked the door they grew defensive, and their fur
electrified. They think they're going to the Vet, she thought. Then she had
another thought.
After recleaning the living room and straightening the wash, Tabby took
the case and put it in the floor of her van. She drove for almost an hour until
she found herself in what looked to be a nice neighborhood. The cats wailed
and squalled the whole time. Every few minutes Jake would let loose a low cry
and Elwood a soft, kittenish meow. Both cries were equally disturbing;
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Elwood's because it reminded her that he would always be her kitten and Jake's
because it actually sounded like a baby's cry. Tabby found a quiet street that
seemed deserted and slowly pulled over. She opened the van door and then the
door of the case. Neither animal would leave the case. They sat there huddled
together until she tipped the case back and sent both of them sliding out. The
cats stay in shock for a few minutes before trying to rub on Tabby's legs. She
kicked at them. It is easier this way, she thought, before she let out a yell that
sent them scattering from her side. "Someone will find you and know you're
good cats. It will be easier this way," she said as she saw them in the rear view
mirror.
The drive home allowed Tabby enough tie to cry herself out before
dealing with George.
After dinner he sat in his usual position, flipping through the channels.
they sat in awkward silence a few moments before anything was said. Tabby
had worked up a speech that day while cleaning and was ready to give it when
he spoke first.
"Where are the little demons?" he asked. "I kinda missed them when
I got home."
This floored Tabby who thought a moment then said, "I let them out
this morning and haven't seen them since. They're probably eating a bird
somewhere." although this was a conversation that they'd had before, she felt
nervous at the discussion of the cats.
"Oh. You cleaned up today I see," he said. Tabby felt relieved that
he hadn't pushed the cat issue.
"Yeah. It tool forever. I'm sorry I haven't really been into housework
lately,: she began. "It's just that I haven't really had much energy lately."
"That's okay. I haven't exactly been much help myself," he reassured
her. "Anyway it looks nice."
Tabby watched as George flipped through the channels. There was the
usual garbage on all thirty stations. George would surf a while, then let stop and
at the next commercial he would surf some more. Although he knew it bothered
her, tonight it infuriated her. Before she could check her anger, George saw her
reddened face and turned towards her.
I don't mean to sound repetitive but are you okay?" he asked. She
leaned back in her chair and let out a breath of air. Her palms were seating,
and her heart was leaping in her chest.
"What's wrong?" George pressed. "Calm down a minute and tell me
what's going on."
"We're... I'm pregnant," she said. "I'm carrying, you child."
George's face broke into a half grin and then turned red.
"Don't fuck around. What's wrong? I thought we covered this one last
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night. "
"I'm not fuckin around. I'm serious. I did the test and everything.
We're pregnant."
The grin broke from george's face. He gripped the arms of his easy
chair.
"Maybe the test was wrong. Those things screw up all the time. Let's
go get another test," he said. Tabby was hurt that he wanted the test to be
wrong .
"I have another, and if you want I'll take it. But I'm not a moron. I
know how to follow directions," she said, louder this time. "But if you want
I'll take it again. "
"How did this happen? You were supposed to be taking the pill. I
thought that we were safe," he yelled.
"It must have been those antibiotics," she said.
"Bullshit. You did this on purpose. You know we don't have the
money! You know our situation!" he was really yelling now. "We can't have
this kid, and that's that. "
Tabby started to cry. But it wasn' t sorry welling up from inside. It
was rage. "You asshole. . ." she managed to get out. George stopped yelling
and seemed to brace himself in his chair. He still gripe the arms of the big
chair. He took two or three deep breaths. His face was red and angry. Tabby
quit crying and watched him as he got up from the chair and put his coat on.
"It's getting cold out," he said. "I'm going out to fmd those cats."
Tabitha Bertram watched as her husband walked out the door into the
gathering dusk. She could hear him calling for Jake and Elwood as he walked
down the street. The street lamps flickered on, and in her min she could hear
Jake's low squalls. Or maybe, she thought, a baby crying.
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The 13th Pitch
Travis Taylor

"It

was a cold, cold day when the Music died, or so they say, "
Grandpa said.
"Have you ever heard Music, Grandpa?" a small little whelp asked,
saying the word "music" with such enunciation that the word to this child was
most definitely holy. The circle of children waited in anticipation for the old,
grey, leathery man's answer.
"Once I thought I got a scent of Music, a tiny combination of notes
mayhaps, in my head," answered the old piece of leather, pausing to put the
little drops of purity in suspense. After a moment, he continued, "But I got so
excited that I scared the tune away, causing it to flee from my head. "
The children slumped over in disappointment. Seeing that his story had
a negative effect on the group of youngsters, Grandpa suddenly blurted out.
"No wait, that' s not to say it doesn ' t exist. As a matter of fact, my grandpa
told me a story which his grandpa told him about Music. You see, before lord
Henry Belmont VI outlawed all forms of free speech--"
"Who is Henry Belmont VI?" one of the children asked.
"Lord Henry Belmont the VI is the ancestor of Lord Adolce Belmont
the XVI, our ruler," answered Grandpa slightly agitated at the interruption.
"Now as I was saying--before Lord Henry Belmont VI outlawed all forms of
free speech, Music was legal. Moreover, Music could be conceived by almost
everyone. It was everywhere, and therefore, because of its easy access, Music
was unimportant." The children's mouths became O's as he said this. "They
say Muse was dying anyway, with or without the banning of free speech. It was
losing its possibilities. Every pattern of notes had been taken at every rhythm,
tempo, and chord progression on every instrument. The cycle of Music Theory .
had ended. Because of the banning of all causes and effect of free speech, all
Music and Music Creators were destroyed. After the Seven years offIre, Music
ceased to exist. "
"It did not exist anywhere?" one blond-headed child asked with its eyes
trembling like two little puddles of crystal-blue water during a rainstorm.
"That's where my story comes in," Grandpa said, raising his forefinger in the
air. "You see (he made a whistling noise every time he said the "s" sound),
there was one young man who had kept Music alive in his head; he was the last
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of the Creators.
"In a dream, the Creator, Alcoo, was spoken to by the Creator of
everything, God. God told Alcoo that there was a note that man had yet to
discover--a note that let its listeners hear Utopia--the 13th pitch. In this dream,
God showed Alcoo the mountain which held this wondrous pitch. And now, my
children, I will tell you, as I was told, of brave Alcoo'sjourney on the mountain
to find an understanding of the 13th pitch. "
It was during the Death of Earth that this hero appeared, crawling
through ashes and debris from the giant fires . He was one lone man standing
atop a great crisp corpse, hoping not to be devoured again by his own kind. But
because humans seem destined to repeat their mistakes over and over again, a
government, and imperialistic government, was set up by power-hungry
survivors of the fires. Soon after, independent thinking, including Music, was
terminated.
Alcoo, with the vision of the mountain in his wet brain, sought 0 fmd
this new pitch in hopes that he could revive the sleeping art. In the dream, the
giant mountain was in the midst of a dry, hungry desert. It stood firm in all its
glory against the blue sky, surrounded by dunes of ever-shifting sand. In this
dream, God told alcoo that this mountain, the tomb of Music, waited for min
on the Earth; 's equator. After years of searching, Alcoo found the mountain.
It was a hot, burning day. The heat from the desert had a firm grip
around Alcoo's neck. He could feel the blisters in his throat cry out in pain
with every arid swallow. Struggling and fighting his way to the top of a sand
dune, Alcoo almost fell backwards from what his eyes told him they saw.
In the distance of many sandy miles was the dim image of the immense
mountain. It towered over its kingdom of powdery dust, stretching across the
horizon and ascending into the heavens. Its image wavered from the heat rising
from the hot sand. The mountain was almost mirror-like, so that its surface
reflected the powerful sun's light with intensity and blinding power.
Happiness and joy replenished Alcoo ' s diminishing life. His wishing
and hoping had been answered. He began to run towards the monster rock,
maybe thinking he could fly. Alcoo, running crazily, slipped on the sand an fell
to the bottom of the dune, getting a mouthful of the gritty stuff. The fall was
very sobering. Alcoo, finally realizing the distance to the mountain, began to
trudge unsteadily to the top of the next dune.
Day and night, Alcoo pushed himself closer to his destination. His
supply of water and food was down to next to nothing. Even though his body
begged for nutrition and life, Alcoo conserved his rations, only watering the
cracks and crevices of his body when he saw fit. After a week of pushing
himself to the limit, Alcoo fmally fell, dropping unconscious in a valley between
two towering dunes.
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His mind wavered in and out. The world around him spun; his ears
began to hear voices of the past.
"You'll never amount to anything!" the voice of his earthly father
screamed.
"Why dontcha give up. Music is dead, " another voice said tauntingly.
"Are you still trying to go against society, you freak? Dontcha know
you'll go to Hell for your pride/" the shrill voice of a thousand faceless faces
asked him. They began to laugh condescendingly at his very existence. The
laughter rumbled and roared in his ears, bouncing around in the far reaches of
his mind.
And suddenly, a booming voice drowned out all the insanity.
"ALCOO," said the voice. "YOUR JOURNEY IS ALMOST AT END. FIND
THY MIND'S EYE AND SEE WITH YOUR EARS; THE PITCH BECKONS
YOU TO JOIN IT. ARISE ALCOO, ARISE AND FULFILL YOUR
DESTINY." The warm, musical voice sustained itself in the well of Alcoo's
mind, leading him out of his blackness. Slowly, Alcoo climbed out of the well
and into consciousness; Alcoo then opened his eyes.
looking up, Alcoo saw that the sky had turned to darkness. It appeared
that night had come around again. But strangely, the air wasn't the cold crisp
air of nighttime. It felt like the dense, thick air of midday. After adjusting his
eyes, alcoo found with astonishment that the sky wasn't dark because of
nighttime. The mass of darkness above was, in fact, the mountain!
Alcoo gazed up at its peak in awe and amazement, forgetting all the
pain he had felt. He quickly ran to the mountain to touch it, to feel its concrete
reality. As his fingers came in contact with the rock's smooth surface, alcoo
felt a surge of energy. Every cut and scrape healed as he touched the shiny
smooth surface of the great rock.
"The Tower of Babel, " Alcoo muttered. Speaking nothing more, Alcoo
began to climb the flawless mountain. With every touch, Alcoo gained more
energy and strength. The speed of his ascent continued to increase as he
climbed; it was almost as if he were being lifted.
Within an hour, Alcoo had reached a flat part of the mountain. It was
smooth and perfectly squared off, having the look of some kind of temple. The
floor seemed to be composed entirely of marble. Alcoo gawked at the sheer
beauty and perfection that he stood high upon. The height in which he stood
was truly dizzying. He felt as tough he could take his knife and cut a slice of
the bright sun to keep for himself.
"I have defeated you all!" Alcoo yelled triumphantly at the voices that
had taunted him. His voice seemed a thousand times louder. He looked down
on the white, pale desert, barely able to make out where the land met the sky.
"I have amounted to something, Father, I am king of myself! " Alcoo screamed.
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"How many men on this pitiful planet can say the same?"
"None, I am afraid to say, " a fefective voice answered abruptly behind
Alcoo. Alcoo whirled around to come face-to-face with a spectacular creature
having the head of a woman and the body of a lion.
"Why you' re a-a-"
"A sphinx?" the creature said, fmishing Alcoo's sentence.
"Yes. Are you going to ask me a riddle?" Alcoo questioned, knowing
of the sphinx's l~gend .
"No, you have answered the greatest riddle, the riddle of life,: the
sphinx said.
"I have come in search of the 13th pitch. I suppose you are its
keeper," Alcoo said with the sound of destiny in his voice.
"Yes, I am," the sphinx said. "I must warn you, though, that the
listener of the pitch will either hear Utopia or go insane, depending on their
worthiness. "
"I am ready for the consequences, Alcoo declared. "Can you tell me
where it is?"
"Perhaps, : the sphinx said slyly. "But first you must complete the
challenge of dorian. "
"What's that?"
"It is a scale of Music," the sphinx said. pointing towards an object
with black and white keys.
"A piano! Of course, the Dorian scale!" Alcoo said with a sense of
realization. "Any second-rate musician should know it!"
Alcoo ran over to the piano. ''I'll play it out of the key of B flat"
Alcoo said, knowing exactly what he was doing. "Okay, C." He pushed down
an ivory key and was blown away by the powerful voice of the instrument. It
sounded like the voice of a mighty wind humming through a thousand hollow
trees. "Now D,E flat, F, G, A, B flat." He paused, letting the last note echo
for a moment, "and fmally C!" The not sustained and was joined by a heavy,
grinding rumble. In the side of the mountain, steps melted, literally melted, into
existence!
Alcoo looked at the sphinx which only nodded its head solemnly. He
then walked up the steps which lead ,to the very peak of the mountain. At the
top, floating on a pillar of light was an odd-shaped hom. Alcoo slowly grasped
the hom which was the color of gold itself. He was surprised to find that the
instrument was not solid.
It quivered from his touch and began to form random bubbly shapes,
all the while distorting his reflection in its golden surface. It was soft and warm,
alive it seemed. The moth piece even smiled at him. Gently, the hour
enveloped Alcoo's hands within its shiny golden bubbles.
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Alcoo felt so clean and pure, so right from the embrace of the golden
instrument. His skin tingled allover. His mind was clear and open to all
possibilities. As he lifted the horn to play it, the mouthpiece puckered up and
kissed him. Alcoo then began to blow.
As he blew, Alcoo could feel a strange shifting sensation within his
body. His heart lifted and pointed with emotion. His skin sang aloud with the
clarity of perfection. Looking down on himself, Alcoo saw with amazement that
he had become the same golden substance as the horn. He and the horn (which
looked like hot melted steel but felt like the soft, warm breath of a baby) had
joined into one bubbly blob, swishing in mit-air like an over-grown, soapy
bubble on a warm spring afternoon.
While he played, Alcoo's body rippled , resembling the still waters of
a pool being invaded by a rock, The odd-shaped bell of the horn melted into the
configuration of an ear. What came out of that bell was truly awe-inspiring.
Alcoo felt a wonderful sensation of vertigo as he played. His senses
were set afire. While he blew, Alcoo ' s own liquefied body slowly -dripped
through the horn and our the golden, rippling bell. As he breezed through the
instrument, Alcoo's spirit chanted and sang. Slowly, his glimmering body
floated out of the bell and carelessly into the heavens above. After a few
moments of majestic music, the 13th pitch drifted towards Utopia, leaving the
happy, golden horn behind.
"And that is the story of the 13th pitch." Grandpa said, leaning back
in his chair with an old-timer' s grunt, content with his tale.
"But how did Alcoo revive Music?" one child asked.
"He didn' t need to. " Grandpa said. "Music still exists in everyone of
us . YOU have but to find it. "
"You mean Music is inside me?" the blonde-headed youth asked,
excitedly.
"Son, it's in you, it's in me, it's in all ofy'all." Grandpa said. "You
see, no matter what they do, those Yellowbackers can never kill Music--"
"All right, that's enough!" a soldier screamed, crashing into the room,
shattering the wooden door. "Stay where you are!" he yelled, pointing a
lobotomizer at Grandpa. More soldiers, all wearing the same red uniform,
came pouring into the room.
A man with large shoulders and a patch over his left eye marched into
the room. "You, martin Thoreau, have practiced free speech and corrupted our
youth." the large man said. "therefore, I sentence you, in the name of our lord
Adolce Belmont the XVI on this date of Gralember 41, 1176 N.E., to be put
under vegetation, oh voice of anarchy. "
"Then I will accept, " Grandpa said with either a sigh of defeat or
relief. "Maybe I will join Alcoo within his eternal song of nirvana." After this,
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the soldier blasted Grandpa with the lobotomizer, sending a surge of biting
energy into the old man. Grandpa then slammed into the wall with break-neck
speed, and began to shake spastically. After a few heart-stopping seconds,
Grandpa fell with a thud to the floor, smoke rising from his body. A vacant
grin stretched across his face.
"Now," said the one-eyed man , pointing towards the group of
frightened children. "Take that band of young ears to the Cleansing Chamber.
WE cannot have ' them thinking independently. " The children looked at their
Grandpa's twitching body with teary eyes and shivered.
It was indeed a cold, cold day when the Music died.
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The Boogie Man
Travis Taylor

Forget all that rational thought tells you; I do exist. I live in
the corner of your eye--in garbage cans, in chaotic piles of clothes, in shirts
draped over chairs. You've seen me before. In the midst of the swimming
blackness of night, our eyes have met with the grace of a lying grasshopper held
within an invisible prison. For one brief moment, you believed in me, letting
your mind wonder and allowing me to crawl up your fleshy back with six tiny,
iced legs. But you quickly turned your head away with a fearful shiver, leaving
only a throbbing memory of m cold abrasion. That's me. I exist from the
words "what if" and "maybe. " My possibility creates fear, which creates doubt,
which in turn creates possibility. I am the paradox in you.
The question that arises from the possibility is: "Is he/it concrete?"
Am I? Could I not have inspired thousands--nay--millions of little children to
cry if! wasn't? Ask yourself, "Which came first, the fear or the possibility?"
This would be a rhetorical question if I didn't exist. But I do. If you look hard
enough out of the very back of your eye--I mean so far that the strain of it
hurts--you can see me grinning at you within the shadows, crouched down like
some wild-eyed, bearded maniac ready to strike. Of course, this doesn't mean
that I only take the form; everyone sees me differently. "I am.Legion, I am
many."
I have come to many children as many things. Once, in Boulder,
Colorado, I came to a seven year-old--I think Clint was his name--in the guise
of a dust monster. Oh, that doesn't scare you? Well, tell that to poor little
Clint. I was just sifting through the cosmos, surfmg the time span on an
eroding sheet of fear, when I smelled him. My surf gained a hungry, driving
momentum that dripped whit anticipation for the caress of this new-born
aversion. I must admit that I, too , approached little Clint's bloody mind with
an irrepressible lust for feeding; so I must also admit that the performance I
gave was nothing short of spectacular!
I found clint humped up in the center of his twin bed, cuddled within
the protection of his magic blanket. There have been times when such blankets
were able to keep me out. But this time, I was boiling ,with a frenzied
determination that gave me the mad strength to break through the magic womb
and the barriers of his rational thought in order to water and tend to the fear
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seed in his quivering brain. What I found was a unique, almost senseless phobia
that impressed even me. That, coupled with the insane hunger that rumbled
inside my body, caused me to go a little overboard. But I could tell from the
honest, white-faced look of terror on little Clint's mug that he -was having the
time of his life--or death. I guess it's just how you look at the cup.
After getting a taste of the sweet purity of Clint's fear seed, I was
encompassed with a driving lust to make it grow into the Sequoia tree of terror
that it was capable of. I focused all my energy and swooshed under his
bedroom carpet to do just that. At first there was just a deathly silence. But
then little Clint, peeking through his warm blanket, noticed that the brown,
fuzzy carpet that covered his floor was bubbling. He couldn't help but look; the
sheer terror that poured from every orifice of his body was evidence enough.
He just sat there in the center of his be with the blanket melting off him,
watching as the carpet spasmed with life.
In the blink of an eye and the pulsation of one bloody heartbeat, the
carpet exploded. A thick storm of colorless dust particles showered down like
a fireworks display from hell. Resembling a tiny, pissed off tornado, the
choking specks of dirt swirled around with a painful moan, twisting and
contorting into the shape of a human--with the exception of a few more arms
and legs, horns, and foot-long incisors. Clint sat dead still as I, the suspended
dust monster, hovered before him. My gaseous body swirled and rippled with
waves as the youth before me exhaled gasping breaths of mortal fear. I took in
one whiff of this hot, virgin anguish and uncontrollably swallowed Clint whole.
There have been many other times when I've had the pleasure of
milking the thick, creamy river of fear from crying whelps while they lay
screaming for their stolid parents. I remember one instance when I possessed
a plush clown in the balloon-decorated bedroom of a particular victim. Tabby-my focal point for the evening-sat within a fort of plush animals (the "good guys
in white" she called them) caked in a glaze of cold, dumb sweat while I (lithe
bad guy in red ") stared at her from the above shelf. I loomed above her in the
red lacy_clown suit smothered with balloon designs, slouching over slightly so
that her trembling eyes locked with my black, vacant stare in a fearful hypnotic
trance. As she scrutinized my red and whit body, terrified that I would leap
down with the jagged animation of a clay mati on puppet and attack her an her
army of cotton if she were to look away for a brief moment, a salty, burning
tear of extreme fatigue and slight madness fell from her bloated, red-wired eyes.
After a few more hours of happy, decorated torture, I broadened my lipstickcovered grimace into the furious grin of a satisfied demon. She screamed. I
laughed.
It's been like this since time started; people fear and I appear. That's
it. I'm not trying to give some scientific definition to my reality--to do so
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would involve books upon boring books telling how the human brain
simultaneously receives and sends disturbed messages (i.e., me)--my definition
is of a philosophical nature. But this doesn't prevent me from describing fear.
I submit that in order for you to truly doubt rational thought and believe in me,
we must consider personal fears . Doing so would show you that I know you,
every bit of you. While you lie asleep at night, I invade your privacy on the
breath of a shiver in the guise of a fat bald man in a yellowing t-shirt and dirty,
light blue pajama pants, sitting in your chair, in your room, relaxed in my outof-place presence. I am big brother looking down your back as you begin to
wonder. As a matter of fact, I am behind you right now.
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